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DAQ970 Series Good/Better/Best 
Value Bundle  
Save up to 10% on pre-configured DAQ bundles! 
 

Need to meet more channels count on your measurement 
and switching applications on a tight budget?  

Keysight’s Good, Better, Best Value Bundles on the 
multiplexer and switching DAQ bundle can help jumpstart 
your next manufacturing project. Knowing what to order 
for your specific application can be daunting, so we made 
ordering easier by prepackaging commonly used modules 
and software into convenient bundles. Enjoy up to 10% 
savings when you purchase the DAQ bundle that best fits 
your needs. 

 

What's in the Bundle? 
DAQ mainframe Multiplexer module Actuator module Software 

DAQ970A/DAQ973A 
data acquisition system 

 

DAQM901A 20-channel 
multiplexer (2/4-wire) 

 

 

DAQM903A 20-channel 
Actuator / GP Switch 

 

 

BV0006B Pathwave 
BenchVue DAQ software 

 
A 3-slot mainframe that 
has high-quality switching 
and an advanced 6.5-
digit multimeter built-in 
that allows you to 
measure accurately. 
It also comes with nine 
plug-in modules. 

A 20-channel multiplexer 
for general-purpose 
scanning. It combines 
dense, multi-function 
switching with 80 channel 
/ second scan rates to 
address a broad 
spectrum of data 
acquisition applications. 

A general-purpose switch 
module data acquisition 
system with 20 
independent single-pole, 
double-throw (SPDT) 
relays. 

Keysight PathWave 
BenchVue Data 
Acquisition software 
instantly controls your 
data acquisition devices 
to log and visualize data 
in various display options 
for easier analysis. 
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Keysight enables innovators to push the boundaries of engineering by quickly solving 
design, emulation, and test challenges to create the best product experiences. Start your 
innovation journey at www.keysight.com. 
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Bundle Options 
Keysight crafted the following pre-configured bundles to help you meet your design needs easily and 
economically. 

• Multiplexer Bundle: Offer comprehensive solutions to customers requiring multichannel temperature 
or voltage testing capabilities. Our bundle includes advanced tools and equipment for precise and 
efficient testing across multiple channels. 

• Switching Bundle: Cater to customers with diverse multichannel switching and measurement 
requirements, such as multichannel current testing. Our bundle provides a comprehensive range of 
solutions, enabling seamless switching and accurate measurements across multiple channels. 

 

Bundle types Bundle options DAQ system Modules Pathwave BenchVue Total savings 

Multiplexer 
bundle Good Bundle 

DAQ970MB DAQ970A 1 3 x DAQM901A -- 5% 

Better Bundle 
DAQ973MB DAQ973A 2 3 x DAQM901A -- 6% 

Best Bundle 
DAQ973MBX DAQ973A 2 3 x DAQM901A BV0006B 3 8% 

Switching 
bundle Good Bundle 

DAQ970SB DAQ970A 1 1 x DAQM901A 
2 x DAQM903A -- 5% 

Better Bundle 
DAQ973SB DAQ973A 2 1 x DAQM901A 

2 x DAQM903A -- 8% 

Best Bundle 
DAQ973SBX DAQ973A 2 1 x DAQM901A 

2 x DAQM903A BV0006B 3 10% 

Notes: 
1. DAQ970A Supported output - USB and LAN  
2. DAQ973A Supported output - USB, LAN, and GPIB  
3. BV0006B 36-month, node-locked license, KeysightCare software support subscription 

 

To Take Advantage of this Offer 
Contact your local Keysight representative or authorized partner to learn more about this bundle. 

 

 
As a leading UK Keysight Premium Plus Partner APC’s specialist test equipment 
team can work with customers who require high-end test and measurement 
products for use across a wide variety of applications,contact our team today: 

0330 313 3220 | test@apctech.com
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